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THE COMMUNITY-BASED APPROACH TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE ASSESSMENTS 

This operational guidance note (OGN) provides advice on how to conduct a community-based assessment 

(CBA) of the criminal justice system under real-world constraints. An assessment is a process of gathering 

and analysing information on needs to inform decision-making on programming. The criminal justice 

system refers to the practices and institutions directed at preventing crime, sanctioning those who 

commit crimes, making efforts to rehabilitate them, and providing reparations to the victims. 

In the criminal justice field, assessments often start with the defects of criminal justice institutions such as 

the police, the courts or the prisons. Such an actor-focused assessment looks for the reasons why the 

institutions are ineffective or inefficient in what they do. But it does not ask whether these institutions 

actually do what they should do. Programming developed on the basis of an actor-focused assessment will 

address certain institutional defects but may miss out on the problems and needs of communities. 

Programming on this basis helps institutions to do things right but not necessarily to do the right things. 

A community-based assessment (CBA), on the other hand, starts with identifying the criminal justice 

needs of communities, then asks what institutions should but do not do to respond to these needs, and 

finally looks for the reasons that account for why these institutions do not deliver services to meet the 

needs. Such an approach grounds programme decisions in the needs of communities, links needs with 

institutions, and ensures a service orientation for criminal justice activities. Programming on this basis 

helps institutions to do the right things right. 

Assessments are usually more complex than anticipated, especially in fragile and post-conflict contexts. 

Assessments are politically sensitive, time consuming and resource intensive (for general guidance on 

how to plan and conduct assessments see the ISSAT OGN series on security and justice assessments). 

Moreover, the assessment team often has to operate under serious time and resource constraints. This 

CBA tool aims to provide easy methods on how to conduct quality assessments under such real-world 

constraints. One technique used in this tool is mapping, which is a process of gathering just the basic facts 

on the objects of interest, for instance on all criminal justice actors. Mapping is broad and complete but 

not deep and not detailed. A good mapping process produces a complete inventory and provides a bird’s-

eye overview of all objects of interest. 

The CBA consists of five stages (see figure 1 on the next page): mapping needs, mapping actors, linking 

needs with actors, identifying the institutional causes that account for why the needs are not met, and 

analysing the CBA findings. This OGN describes step by step the five CBA stages and provides tools and 

templates to facilitate the CBA process. The online version of the CBA tool, which is part of the 

DCAF/ISSAT SSR Methodology, provides an interactive guide, including downloadable examples and tools, 

as well as a self-guided presentation explaining the tool. 

http://issat.dcaf.ch/Home/Community-of-Practice/SSR-Methodology
http://issat.dcaf.ch/content/view/full/9502
http://issat.dcaf.ch/content/view/full/494
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FIGURE 1: THE CBA PROCESS 

 

1 MAPPING THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE NEEDS OF COMMUNITIES 

1.1 WHAT NEEDS? 

The criminal justice needs of communities can be grouped in four categories. Of these, two categories of 

needs are caused by community members while the other two categories are directly caused by criminal 

justice actors. The first two include SECURITY THREATS  caused by other community members (such as 

cases of robbery in certain areas, assaults on women during field work, extortion of merchants on a 

market, or attacks on minority groups by other community members); and COMMUNAL CONFLICTS  

(such as disputes over property and land, clashes over natural resources, or disagreements over religious 

practices). The latter two categories of needs include ABUSES inflicted by criminal justice actors (such as 

ill-treatment in police custody, illegal searches at roadblocks set up by armed groups, or illegal detention 

by customary justice actors); and INADEQUATE SERVICES  provided by criminal justice actors (such as 

discriminatory practices by the police, undue delays in court proceedings, prison overcrowding, or taking 

bribes for services of criminal justice actors). 

1.2 WHOSE NEEDS? 

A society is not a homogenous whole but consists of various communities and groups that are 

characterized by ethnicity, location, religion, social class, gender and other factors. For instance, women, 

children and elderly people are likely to face different forms of security threats; or certain communities 

may be marginalised in a society and may be subject to harassment by criminal justice actors. A CBA 

should reach out to the various communities and groups of a society and capture the criminal justice 

needs they have. Marginalised groups should receive particular attention due to their vulnerable status. 
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1.3 HOW TO MAP THE NEEDS 

Comprehensive population needs surveys are generally not feasible within the constraints of a CBA. Hence 

the identification of criminal justice needs must be based on a mapping process that uses a variety of less 

comprehensive data gathering methods that do not cover all communities. As a result, the combination of 

different methods, the composition of the sample of respondents and the triangulation of findings are 

critical factors for an effective CBA: 

1.3.1 COMBINE DIFFERENT DATA GATHERING METHODS 

Depending on the context and the circumstances of the CBA, different methods and techniques can be 

used to map the criminal justice needs. These methods fall into five categories: document review, select 

individual interviews, focus group interviews, small-scale surveys and observations. A combination of 

these data gathering methods should be used to map the criminal justice needs of communities: 

a) Document Review 

A review of relevant documents will provide an initial overview of the criminal justice needs. Of particular 

use will be reports of human rights organisations (national and international), which will help to 

determine the most common and most serious human rights violations. Medical reports can provide 

information on injury and hence on security incidents. Reports on minorities and other vulnerable groups 

are useful for determining their specific needs. Public sources can include information about criminal 

trends and major types of disputes. Relevant academic articles and think tank reports can also provide 

useful information. A list of possible sources for the mapping of criminal justice needs can be found in 

Annex A. 

b) Semi-Structured Interviews with Key Informants 

Semi-structured interviews use an interview guide with pre-determined questions that help steer but do 

not constrain the conversation with the respondent. The interview questions are prepared but open-

ended, allowing the respondent to express her or his views in a conversation. The interview guide serves 

as a checklist and ensures that the same information is obtained from all respondents without restricting 

the conversation. The interviewer can probe topics as they arise and can pursue certain questions in more 

depth. General tips for conducting interviews in the context of a CBA see Annex B. A guide to prepare for 

semi-structured interviews can be found in Annex C. 

Frequently, semi-structured interviews are conducted with key informants. A key informant is a person 

with in-depth knowledge about the criminal justice needs in the community. Representatives of key civil 

society organisations (such as women’s organisations, youth groups, human rights groups and religious 

communities) will often be important key informants. Organisations that provide services to vulnerable 

groups and to victims of violence such as medical, legal welfare or psychological services usually also have 

good insight in what is happening to their client groups. In addition, journalists, especially those who 

cover crime and courts, can be a useful source of information and contacts. 

c) Focus Group Interviews 

Generally, a focus group consists of 4-12 people who have certain factors in common and is led by a 
neutral moderator. Organising a focus group can help to collect information on the criminal justice needs 
from a small group in a structured format. The advantage of using focus groups over individual interviews 
is that it allows participants to benefit from comments of others to spur their own thinking about the 
subject at hand, generating views and insights that may otherwise not have been arrived at. The role of 
the moderator is to guide the discussions. These should normally be framed around a single and clear 
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question. (S)he is to ensure that everyone’s views are being heard and should try to identify areas of 
consensus among the participants. A short guide on focus group interviews is attached in Annex D. 

d) Small-Scale Surveys 

Small-scale surveys with simple questionnaires can complement interviews and direct observations. The 

questionnaires could be used with respondents that have been interviewed, e.g. in a focus group process, 

or with a respondent sample that cannot be interviewed. Questionnaires can be designed in different 

ways: They can include open questions (“What are your greatest needs in terms of security and justice?”) 

or closed questions (“How many cases of cattle theft occurred in your community during the last four 

weeks? Please tick where appropriate: 0, 1-10, 11-20, 21-30.”). The respondents can be asked to rank the 

criminal justice needs they have (“Of the following ten threats, which are the three greatest threats to 

you?”). The respondents can also be asked to score their criminal justice needs (“On a scale of 1-5, what 

score would you give to the following ten threats?”). Annex E provides some examples of simple 

questionnaires. 

Depending on the context and the circumstances of the CBA, other survey methods can be used to map the 

criminal justice needs a community. Community members could be invited to provide written comments 

and drop them in a comment box at the municipality. A telephone survey with a sample of community 

members could be carried out. Community members could be invited to participate in an SMS or an online 

survey. 

e) Direct Observation and Transect Walks 

Direct observation is a way to collect spatial information about the criminal justice needs of the 

community and helps to crosscheck findings from interviews. Generally, direct observation should be 

carried out with key informants. Direct observation can be carried out in any location of interest such as a 

local market, a police station or a prison. 

Transect walks are a specific form of direct observation. During the walk with key informants along a 

defined route across the community, the assessment team discusses anything noticed, facilitates 

exchanges by asking questions and making observations, and informally interviews any people met during 

the walk to get their views on the security threats, conflicts, abuses and service delivery deficits in the 

community. Transect walks introduce the assessment team to the community and its inhabitants. A short 

methodology for a transect walk can be found in Annex F. 

1.3.2 DETERMINE RESPONDENT SAMPLE 

Individual interviews, group interviews, small-scale surveys and transect walks all imply decisions on the 

sample of respondents. Generally, the larger the size of the sample the better. But financial, time and 

human resource constraints usually limit the number of persons that can be reached in the course of a 

CBA. Hence the key is to aim for greater representativeness rather than a plain increase in the number of 

respondents. For instance, at least one sample community from each geographical region should be 

included; the sample should be drawn from all ethnic groups; minority and vulnerable groups should be 

included in the sample; not only heads of households but also other household members should be 

interviewed; and when choosing the sample respondents within a community or social group, they should 

be of different ages, gender and social status.  

1.3.3 TRIANGULATE DATA 

Whatever data gathering methods are used, the information obtained should be triangulated to ensure its 

trustworthiness. Triangulation can be achieved by using multiple sources, multiple methods and multiple 

assessors. Using multiple sources refers to multiple representatives of one type of source (e.g. interviews 
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with several merchants at the main market) or to different sources of the same information (e.g. 

interviews with women, men and children about the same topic). Using multiple methods refers to 

comparing results obtained with different methods. Using multiple assessors refers to having an 

assessment team with a diversity of social and professional backgrounds, enhancing the range of 

perspectives in the assessment (Pretty, 1994). 

1.4 DOCOUMENT THE INFORMATION ON NEEDS 

The data compiled during the needs mapping process has to be organised. For each criminal justice need, 

a data sheet should be completed, particularly parts 1-3 (see Annex G): detailed description of the 

criminal justice need; persons or groups affected by it; and persons or groups causing it. The information 

in the data sheet should always be clearly sourced. Important data gaps should be clearly marked in the 

criminal justice need data sheet.  

2 MAPPING THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACTORS 

Stage 2 of the CBA consists in mapping all criminal justice actors in order to determine, in stages 3 and 4, 

the reasons that account for why the actors do not meet the communities’ criminal justice needs. Stages 1 

and 2 can be carried out in parallel and draw on some of the same sources of information. 

2.1 WHICH ACTORS? 

The mapping of actors covers not just the police, the courts and the prisons but aims to establish a 

complete criminal justice inventory that includes the following actors: 

2.1.1 ACTIVITIES RATHER THAN NAMES 

The mapping should cover all actors that are actually involved in criminal justice activities, irrespective of 

what they are called. For instance, the mapping covers not just institutions that are called “police” but all 

actors that actually carry out policing functions. This could involve an actor called “intelligence service”, 

“presidential guard”, or “neighbourhood watch”. 

2.1.2 NOT JUST STATE BUT ALSO NON-STATE 

Non-state actors often play important roles in the provision of criminal justice services. The mapping 

should include non-state actors providing criminal justice functions such as armed militias, customary 

justice mechanisms, and private security companies. 

2.1.3 NOT JUST PROVIDERS BUT ALSO MANAGEMENT AND OVERSIGHT 

FUNCTIONS 

Management and oversight functions are core criminal justice actors. Ministries provide management 

support functions. Formal oversight actors include parliamentary committees, human rights commissions 

and independent review boards. Civil society actors (such as human rights organisations and media 

outlets) often engage in oversight of criminal justice providers such as the police and the courts. These 

management and oversight functions should be included in the mapping. Figure 2 provides a graphic 

overview of generic categories of actors. Annex H provides an example of how actors may be categorized 

generally. The precise categories depend on the country in question. 
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2.1.4 RELATED ACTORS 

Criminal justice actors are the focus of the mapping. However, other actors such as the military, 

intelligence, customs, border control and non-official armed groups cannot be ignored in the mapping 

process, in particular when they are involved in criminal justice functions, or when their relationship to 

criminal justice actors has to be clarified. For instance, defence forces often assume law enforcement 

functions in post-conflict contexts and their division of labour with the police is frequently a highly 

debated issue. 

FIGURE 2: GENERIC OVERVIEW OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACTORS 

 

2.2 HOW TO MAP ACTORS 

Again, a combination of data gathering methods should be used to map the criminal justice actors and the 

findings should be triangulated. 

2.2.1 DATA GATHERING ON ACTORS 

Information on criminal justice actors is also collected during the mapping of criminal justice needs. In 

addition, further documents should be reviewed, other key informants should be interviewed, and 

different sites may be visited to map the criminal justice actors: 

a) Additional Documents 

Of particular use for the mapping of criminal justice actors will be a review of a peace agreement and 

related accords, the national constitution, relevant domestic laws and statutes, and relevant government 

policies and strategies. Reports by national and international think tanks and academic institutions may 
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also include useful information. See again Annex A for a list of possible sources of information on criminal 

justice actors. 

b) Additional Key Informants 

Additional key informants for the mapping of actors include representatives of criminal justice 

institutions; members of government, members of parliament, political party representatives, and 

representatives of former warring factions; and representatives of international organisations, members 

national and international non-governmental organisations, academics, researchers and journalists. 

c) Additional Observations 

Visits of offices and other locations where criminal justice actors are based will provide additional 

information on these actors.  

2.2.2 TRIANGULATION OF FINDINGS 

Again, the information obtained should be triangulated to ensure its trustworthiness. At a minimum, two 

knowledgeable sources should be consulted on each criminal justice actor, one representative of the actor 

and an external source. 

2.3 DOCUMENT THE INFORMATION ON ACTORS 

The data compiled in the course of the actors mapping process has to be processed. A profile should be 

established for each criminal justice actor identified and all criminal justice actors should be classified to 

establish mandate gaps and overlaps: 

2.3.1 PROFILING OF ACTORS 

For each actor identified, a brief profile should be established that summarizes essential information on 

the actor including contact details, history, functions, leadership, personnel, organization, infrastructure, 

and budget. The profile pays particular attention to the actor’s mandate, the actual activities of the actor 

and the services the actor should deliver, as well as service delivery deficits. A proposed format for a basic 

actor profile can be found in Annex J. For state institutions, it is important to distinguish between what is 

legally mandated and what is actually the case: the actual set-up of a state institution can differ 

considerably from its legal framework, and the actual activities of the institution can vary significantly 

from its mandated responsibilities. 

The information in the profile should always be clearly sourced. Important data gaps should be clearly 

marked in the actor profile. 

2.3.2 CLASSIFICATION OF ACTORS 

All identified criminal justice actors should be classified according to locations, functions, size, 

representation and other criteria in order to establish service delivery gaps and overlaps. See Annex K for 

various tools that can be used in this process. 
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3 LINK COMMUNITY NEEDS WITH CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACTORS 

Stage 3 of the CBA consists in identifying which criminal justice actor(s) is/are responsible, in principle, to 

deliver services to meet the community need in question, or which actor/s directly cause/s the need. 

Again, the criminal justice needs of the communities are the starting point. For every need identified, 

answers to some of the following questions will help to identify the responsible criminal justice actors: 

 Does the need occur at the national, regional or local level? In what jurisdiction or area of 
responsibility? 

 Which actors (one or several, state or non-state, at national, regional or local level) should but are 
not, or only inadequately, delivering services to meet the need? Identify all criminal justice actors 
and the services that they may be responsible to deliver to meet the need in question. 

 Are there any other actors (formal and informal) that could respond to the same need or which 
may be responsible to deliver the same or a comparable service? 

 If no responsible actor is identified, which criminal justice actors should be supplying the service? 
 Is the need caused directly by acts of commission or omission on the part of one or several 

criminal justice actors? 

The answers to these questions should be used to complete Part 3 of the criminal justice need data sheets 

that have been drawn up during stage 1 of the CBA (see Annex G). 

4 IDENTIFY REASONS WHY THE ACTORS DO NOT MEET THE NEEDS 

The fourth stage of the CBA consists in determining the institutional factors that account for why the 

responsible actors directly cause the criminal justice need in question or why they do not meet the need 

caused by others.  

4.1 USING THE CAPACITY AND INTEGRITY FRAMEWORK 

The Capacity and Integrity Framework (CIF) is a simple tool to help identify these institutional factors 

(see figure 3 below). In analysing an institution, the CIF distinguishes between two organisational levels 

(internal and external) and two quality levels (capacity and integrity).  

The two organisational levels of an institution: 

1. Internal: its mandate, resources, organizational structures, policies and procedures 
2. External: its relations with other institutions 

The two quality levels of an institution: 

1. Capacity: the existing resources, structures and procedures 
2. Integrity: respect for basic norms and values when using its capacity 
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FIGURE 3: CAPACITY AND INTEGRITY FRAMEWORK (CIF) 

 

As a result, four institutional categories can be analysed for the purpose of identifying the institutional 

factors that account for why one or several actors directly cause(s) the need in question or why they do 

not meet the need caused by others: 

1. INTERNAL CAPACITY  refers to the institutional qualities such as mandate, the number of staff, 
their training, professional experience and competence, other resources (budget, infrastructure, 
equipment), the organisational structure, infrastructure, procedures and information systems. 

2. INTERNAL INTEGRITY  relates to the respect for basic norms and values by staff (human rights, 
professional conduct, financial propriety…), as well as procedures and mechanisms in place to 
monitor and enforce respect for basic norms and values including disciplinary and complaint 
procedures, codes of conduct, budgetary accountability procedures, gender representation, 
representation of minorities, and others. 

3. EXTERNAL CAPACITY  refers to cooperation and interactions of the actor with other actors (e.g. 
within the criminal justice chain), and also to national strategies, guidance, management and other 
support provided to the actor by ministries and other institutions. 

4. EXTERNAL INTEGRITY  relates to various means of formal and informal external oversight 
(parliamentary, political, independent, media…) to monitor the institution’s respect for basic norms 
and values, as well as to safeguards to prevent political interference and ensure independence. 

For every responsible actor identified in stage 3 of the CBA, each of these four categories should be 

considered to determine all institutional factors that account for why one or several actors directly 

cause(s) the need in question or why they do not meet the need caused by others. The following questions 

correspond to the four categories of the CIF and help to identify these institutional factors. 
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1. Do INTERNAL CAPACITY DEFICITS  account for why the actor directly causes the need in question 
or why the actor does not meet the need caused by others? Please specify the kinds of internal 
capacity deficits that apply: 
 

1.1. Shortcomings in the normative framework of the actor? Please specify: 
- Conflicting norms or omissions? 
- Conflict between formal rules and cultural norms? 
- Other? 

1.2. Shortcomings in the mandate of the actor? Please specify: 
- Is the provider responsible for delivering the service at issue?  
- What services could possibly satisfy the need?  
- To what extent, if at all is the actor actually delivering? 

1.3. Shortcomings in terms of human resources? Please specify: 
- Inadequate staffing levels? Examine for every relevant staff category. 
- Inadequate balance of substantive versus administrative support staff? 
- Inadequate staffing pyramid (junior-management-leadership)? 
- Inadequate recruitment procedures? Examine for every relevant staff category. 
- Shortcomings in terms of skills and/or a lack of training? Identify these shortcomings and 

the related training needs for every job category. 
- Is the problem caused by a lack of commitment or competence of the leadership? 
- Inadequate incentives in terms of salaries and career prospects? Compare to average living 

costs. 
1.4. Budgetary constraints or shortcomings? Please specify: 

- Annual budget inadequate to cover the operational costs of service delivery? 
- Inadequate budget development process? 
- Budget does not correspond to real expenses? 
- Running costs not covered in the budget or not provided in time?  

1.5. Shortcomings of equipment? List equipment available, provide numbers and indicate where 
repairs are needed. Please specify kind of shortcomings: 
- Insufficient equipment? 
- Inadequate equipment? 
- Equipment in need of repair? 
- Maintenance problems? 

1.6. Shortcomings of infrastructure? Prepare inventory and indicate where repairs or improvements 
are needed. 

1.7. Lack of security? Please specify: 
- Lack of security for staff, victims, witnesses, or perpetrators? 
- Insufficient protection of forensic evidence? 
- Are procedures, equipment, infrastructure and human resources managed in ways that 

ensure security? 
1.8. Organisational shortcomings? Please specify: 

- Overly complicated rules and procedures that slow down the operations or limit access to 
services? 

- Ineffective or inefficient internal management systems (management structure, information 
systems, resource management, decision-making processes, performance management, 
etc.)? 

- Suboptimal distribution of resources and workloads (think of work units, geographic and 
functional distribution of human resources and equipment)? 

 

2. Do EXTERNAL CAPACITY DEFICITS account for why the actor directly causes the need in 
question or why the actor does not meet the need caused by others? 

The nature of the cooperation arrangements between the different actors of the criminal justice chain 

impact significantly on the performance of its actors. Weaknesses, gaps or bottlenecks in the chain can 

undermine the ability of the entire system to deliver criminal justice services and can become a 

source of inefficiency or abuse. The UNODC chart of decision points can be used to identify the formal 

relationships between actors in the criminal justice chain, as well as with actors outside the chain (see 

Annex M). 

Please specify the kinds of external capacity deficits that apply: 
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2.1. Inadequate cooperation procedures between the actor and other actors of the criminal chain? 
Please specify: 
- Lack of clarity in their respective responsibilities? 
- Overlap of responsibilities or gaps that create legal create legal uncertainty (e.g. conflicting 

decisions, or an absence of hierarchy of norms)? 
- Overly complicated cooperation procedures and undue legal delays? 
- Cumbersome case tracking systems and record-keeping systems? 

2.2. Lack of actual collaboration between the actor and other actors of the criminal justice chain? 
Please specify and pay particular attention to: 
- Collaboration between police and prosecution service in the course of criminal 

investigations: Who is leading? Have priorities clearly been defined and agreed to and are 
investigators and other police actors aware of these? 

- Collaboration between police, prosecution service, corrections system and courts to avoid 
prolonged pre-trial detention: Is there a shared system to track individual suspects as they 
move through the criminal justice chain? If so it adequate? Is it respected? 

- Collaboration between police, prosecution service, courts and the corrections system to 
enforce court decision, e.g. to ensure detention, to avoid escapes and to enforce indemnity 
rulings? 

- Collaboration on cases concerning human rights violations involving criminal justice or other 
government officials? 

2.3. Ineffective or inefficient external guidance, management or other support provided by relevant 
government actors? Please pay particular attention to: 
- Information systems 
- Decision processes 
- External resources management such as budgetary or recruitment processes 

 
3. Do INTERNAL INTEGRITY DEFICITS  account for why the actor directly causes the need in 

question or why the actor does not meet the need caused by others? Please specify the kinds of 
internal integrity deficits that apply: 
 

3.1. Lack of respect for basic norms and values by PJC personnel? Please specify: 
- Inadequate professional conduct? 
- Inadequate knowledge of relevant human rights standards? 
- Involvement in human rights violations in the past (identify allegations)? 

3.2. Inadequate rules and procedures to ensure that these norms and values are respected? Please 
specify: 
- Are recruitment and appointment procedures transparent and fair, and based on criteria 

such as competence, integrity and merit?  
- Do codes of conduct provide clear and specific norms and values? 
- Are the disciplinary and complaint procedures fair? Do they provide protection against 

arbitrary decisions and include appeal mechanisms? 
- Do vetting processes exist, are they effective and do they meet basic due process standards? 
- Do rules and procedures ensure sufficient transparency? Focus on: public access to trials, 

public reports on misconduct, public reports on budgets and expenditures, accessibility of 
procedures (fees, rights and obligations), etc. 

3.3. Lack of adequate representation of one or several communities or groups? Please specify: 
- Gender 
- Ethnicity 
- Religion 
- Regions, etc. 

3.4. Lack of appropriate structures and mechanisms to protect the rights of minorities and 
vulnerable groups (e.g. child-friendly policies)? 

3.5. Political or other interference in the criminal justice chain? Please categorize the type and source 
of interference, and for every category, try to assess the frequency and the consequences of these 
interferences: 
- Hierarchy 
- Peers 
- Other actors of the criminal justice chain 
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4. Do EXTERNAL INTEGRITY DEFICITS  account for why the actor directly causes the need in 
question or why the actor does not meet the need caused by others? Please specify the kinds of 
external integrity deficits that apply: 
 

4.1. Ineffective or inefficient external accountability and oversight procedures (parliamentary, 
political, independent, informal)? Please specify and pay particular attention to: 
- Budgetary accountability 
- Formal procedures to independently investigate instances of alleged misconduct 
- Procedures to hold actors politically accountable 
- Possibilities for citizens to initiate an investigation into alleged misconduct or an alleged 

miscarriage of justice 
- Independent oversight mechanisms such independent oversight boards, judicial 

commissions, independent human rights commissions, ombudsperson offices, etc. 
- External vetting processes 
- Oversight by media and civil society organisations 

4.2. Lack of capacity and/or integrity on the part of external oversight bodies? Please use the NBA 
process described above (particularly the CIF) to identify the roots of these deficits of the 
oversight bodies. 

4.3. External interference in the functioning of actors or directly in proceedings in the criminal 
justice chain? Please identify and categorize the source of interference, and describe the type 
(bribery, threats, political benefits, etc.), frequency and consequences of interference: 
- Political actors 
- Security forces 
- Social/religious/ethnic groups 

Annex L provides an overview of common criminal justice needs, particularly in post-conflict and other 

fragile contexts, and typical institutional factors that account for why the actors directly cause the needs in 

question or why they do not meet the need caused by others. 

4.2 DOCUMENT INSTITUTIONAL FACTORS CAUSING THE NEEDS 

The answers to these questions should be inserted in Part 4 of the criminal justice need data sheets that 

have been drawn up during stage 1 of the CBA (see Annex G). 

5 CBA REPORT 

The fifth and final stage of the CBA consists in putting together the CBA report to analyse the information 

and identify the key CBA findings. In particular, the CBA report should include the following findings: 

 The total number criminal justice needs 

 The needs sorted according to seriousness of the serious human rights violations 

 The needs sorted according to prevalence 

 The needs sorted according to community or group affected 

 The needs sorted according to category (see section 1.1 above), criminal justice actors 

responsible (see section 3 above), and the institutional factors that account for why the needs are 

not met (see section 4.1 above) 

It is also useful to draw a chart of the entire criminal justice chain and indicate where the needs occur in 

the chain. This will help to identify the weakest links in the chain. The UNODC chart of decision points 

provides a good overview of the steps and processes that invariably occur in the criminal justice chain 

(see Annex M). 

The completed criminal justice needs data-sheets and the criminal justice actor profiles should be 

attached to the report. 
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ANNEX A: SOURCES OF INFORMATION ON NEEDS AND ACTORS 

The following are possible sources of information on the criminal justice needs of communities and on the 

criminal justice actors: 

SOURCES FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE NEEDS 

 Reports of national and international human rights organisations 

 Reports of independent national bodies such as a human rights commission, an anti-corruption 
body, or an audit office 

 Medical sources such as hospital records, experiences of medical staff, and medical insurers if 
these exist for information about injury and hence about possible victims 

 Reports by national and international think tanks and academic institutions 

 Reports of women’s organisations and other relevant non-governmental organisations 

 Media reports 

 Statistics and databases of criminal justice institutions 

 United Nations reports: 

o Reports of the United Nations Secretary-General and United Nations Security Council 
resolutions (Security Council on-line) 

o Consolidated Appeals Processes (CAP) (OCHA on-line) 

o Reports and strategic frameworks of the United Nations Peacebuilding Commission (PBC 
on-line) 

o Reports of the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights, reports 
by special mechanisms of the Human Rights Council, and concluding observations of 
human rights treaty bodies (OHCHR on-line) 

o United Nations Development Assistance Frameworks (UNDAF), Common Country 
Assessments (CCA) and Post-Conflict Needs Assessments (PCNA) (UNDG on-line) 

 Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSP) (World Bank on-line and IMF on-line) 

ADDITIONAL SOURCES FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACTORS 

In addition to the above sources, the following sources may provide useful information on criminal justice 

actors: 

 Ceasefire and peace agreements 

 National constitution and relevant domestic laws and statutes 

 Personnel files and registries of criminal justice institutions 

 Relevant government policies and strategies 

http://www.un.org/Docs/sc/
http://www.unocha.org/cap/
http://www.unocha.org/
http://www.un.org/en/peacebuilding/
http://www.un.org/en/peacebuilding/
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Pages/WelcomePage.aspx
http://www.undg.org/index.cfm?P=1532
http://www.undg.org/index.cfm?P=144
http://undg.org/
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/EXTPOVERTY/EXTPRS/0,,contentMDK:20175742~pagePK:210058~piPK:210062~theSitePK:384201,00.html
http://www.worldbank.org/
http://www.imf.org/external/index.htm
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ANNEX B: GENERAL TIPS FOR CONDUCTING INTERVIEWS 

The following list provides a few general tips on how to prepare for and conduct interviews in the context 
of a CBA: 

1. Prepare your meetings: 

1.1. Who do you want to see? For how long? What information do you expect? What questions 
will you ask? 

1.2. What do you want to see? 

1.3. Use observations from previous interviews and site visits to prepare your questions (e.g.: ask 
similar questions to different interlocutors, pick up names of detainees in (long term) 
remand in the prison detention records and check if their situation is known to the police, 
prosecution services or the courts) 

2. Conduct interviews as privately as possible, but preferably in the usual working or living place of the 
respondent. This may give you a sense on how well things work, and on the level of activity. 

3. Respect the respondent and keep in mind that you have to build a relationship based on mutual 
confidence that will last beyond the assessment.  

4. Start by explaining who you are, your mandate and background.  

5. Repeat your questions in different ways. There may be different answers. 

6. Listen and avoid interrupting the respondent, for even if s/he drifts off topic, s/he may share relevant 
information that you did not expect from her/him. Always ask if s/he has something to add at the end 
of the interview. Don’t commit to support if you don’t have the mandate to do so and try to manage 
expectations of the respondent. 

7. Ask to visit the site with your respondent; meet his/her colleagues or family members. 

8. Ask to be shown how they work or where they live. 

9. Ask yourself if and why something is missing from the picture. 

10. Visit multiple locations when conducting site visits. Choose both urban and rural settings. Visit 
different neighbourhoods and provinces with different socio-cultural backgrounds. 

11. If you lack time and resources to collect the necessary information, highlight in your report the 
remaining steps to complete the assessment. 
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ANNEX C: PROCEDURES FOR SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS 

1) Prepare a checklist of topics and guide questions for discussion and record these in a notebook.   2) 

Select individuals, key informants, interest groups, or other small groups of villagers to interview. Get a 

good representation of the villagers- spatial, gender, wealth class, etc. 3) Observe proper interviewing 

techniques.   4) Use the checklist of topics and guide questions (see sample) but allow flexibility in the 

conversation so that issues can be explored as they arise.   5) Probe (use relevant follow up questions as 

needed).   6) Ask questions that are relevant to the villagers being interviewed (individual or group). 7) 

Use open-ended questions (not answerable by yes or no).   8) Record the important points in each 

interview in a notebook.   9) Modify the checklist of topics and guide questions as new issues arise during 

the conversation. 

Adapted from Luigi Cavestro, Participatory Rural Appraisal. Concepts, Methodologies and Techniques 

(University of Padova, October 2003) 

Jules N. Pretty and Simplice D. Vodouhê, “Using Rapid or Participatory Rural Appraisal” in: Burton E. 

Swanson,   Robert P. Bentz   and Andrew J. Sofranko (eds), Improving Agricultural Extension. A Reference 

Manual (Rome, FAO: 1997) 
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ANNEX D: A SHORT GUIDE ON FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEWS 

PURPOSE 

Organising a focus group can help to “collect information from a small group in a systematic and 
structured format” (World Bank, 2007). In the context of an assessment, a focus group can be a useful tool 
to explore the criminal justice needs of a specific community or group and to identify issues that might not 
have been registered through other means of assessment. 

As a rule, a focus group consists of 4-12 participants, and is led by a neutral moderator. The advantage of 
using focus groups over individual interviews is that it allows participants to benefit from comments of 
others to spur their own thinking about the subject at hand, generating views and insights that may 
otherwise not have been arrived at. The role of the moderator is to guide the discussions. These should 
normally be framed around a single and clear question. He/she is to ensure that everyone’s views are 
being heard and should try to identify areas of consensus among the participants.  

TYPOLOGIES 

Different methodologies are used in organising focus groups. The most frequently used methodologies 
include the following: 

 Brainstorming: this can be done by the group as a whole, or by asking each participant 
individually to note down their initial thoughts, which are then later shared with and discussed 
by the group (this is the so-called “nominal group technique”).  

 SWOT: an analysis of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats as a guiding methodology 
for a group discussion; 

 Straw polls: this entails conducting an informal vote in order to quickly gauge opinions among 
participants. 

These methodologies do not have to be strictly followed however. One could for instance also use two 
moderators instead of one. More importantly, insights derived from focus groups can be of even greater 
use if they can be “tested” or verified across different groups simultaneously, as well as over time at 
different intervals. This can help to control for undesired effects such as “groupthink”.  

Great care must be taken not to mistake focus group conclusions for public opinion surveys. For instance, 
90% agreement with statement X in a focus group setting cannot be translated into 90% agreement by the 
population as a whole. For this purpose, it would be better to conduct a full-scale survey.  

PREPARATIONS 

 QUESTIONS – To stimulate discussion among participants, questions asked should be open-
ended. 

 MODERATOR(S) should not only be knowledgeable on the subject matter but also be seen by the 
participants as neutral. 

 LOGISTICS – The venue of the focus group session should be non-contentious, easy to reach, and 
equipped with all the necessary facilities. The seats in the meeting room(s) should be arranged in 
such a way as to stimulate conversation (usually in a circle). Persons with identical interests or 
who may intimidate each other should not be seated next to each other.  

 PARTICIPANTS should be selected so as to arrive at a representative sample of the target group 
in relation to the issue being assessed. To stimulate a frank discussion, it would be best if the 
participants do not know each other or the moderator(s), even if in practice this may not be easy 
to achieve. It is also advisable to put together participants of the same social class, gender or 
interest group to avoid people from not speaking up because they may feel intimidated by the 
presence of people with different interests.  

 COSTS AND BUDGET – Generally, focus groups are seen as an inexpensive means for gathering 
information, particularly when compared with full-fledged fieldwork. The bulk of the cost will 
relate to travel costs and accommodation for participants, renting the facilities (if needed) and the 
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recruitment of moderators. To entice people to sign up, small honorariums could be offered to 
participants.  

CONDUCTING A FOCUS GROUP 

 CAPTURE THE FINDINGS – The best way to record the comments of participants is to capture 
the comments on video or audiotape. Obviously, permission to use such equipment should be 
obtained from participants in advance, while the camera or tape recorder and accessories should 
be located in an unobtrusive spot in the room where the discussion takes place. To avoid views 
from being missed due to a defect of the technology, note-takers should also be present to record 
the statements. 

 GROUND RULES – Before the discussion starts, the moderator(s) should present the ground rules, 
explain the purpose of the exercise, and what will be done with the results. To get all of the 
participants to speak, a warm-up exercise may be carried out. 

 EQUAL PARTICIPATION – An important role for the moderator(s) is to prevent one or a few 
participants from dominating the conversation, as well as to avoid the focus group from 
degenerating into a bitter exchange. If necessary, the moderator should draw more taciturn 
participants into the discussion with easy and open-ended questions and, in extreme cases, be 
prepared to ask dominant participants to be silent or even to leave the group. 

 CONCLUSIONS – Finally, the moderator(s) should encourage the group to come to one or a few 
broad consensus-based conclusions, and should summarise these so as to get approval from the 
group. This will help all participants to feel that their contributions are valued and have been 
taken into account, and will also stimulate them to take part in a subsequent focus group exercise.  

 DURATION – A single session should last between anything from 45 minutes up to three hours, 
and could include one or several breaks.  

POST-FOCUS GROUP ANALYSIS 

 VIEWS CAPTURED – Immediately following the focus group session, the moderator(s) and 
organisers should get together to evaluate the information that was expressed during the session. 

 PREPARING A REPORT – Based on the evaluation and the transcripts of the session, a report 
should be put together wherein the views of all participants should be reflected, as well as the 
conclusions that were reached in the focus group(s). Quotes from individuals can be included, but 
should not be attributed.  

SOURCES 

Steyaert, Stef and Hervé Lisoir, “Participatory Methods Toolkit. A Practitioner’s Manual” Brussels: The 
King Baudouin Foundation and the Flemish Institute for Science and Technology Assessment, 2005, pp. 
131-39 (available at King Baudouin Foundation on-line)  

World Bank Institute, “Managing Focus Groups”, Washington DC: The World Bank 2007 (available at 
World Bank on-line)  

Dawson, Susan, Lenore Manderson and Veronica Tallo, “A Manual for the Use of Focus Groups”. Boston: 
International Nutrition Foundation for Developing Countries (1993). Available at World Health 
Organisation on-line)  

Krueger, Richard and Mary Anne Casey, “Focus Groups: A Practical Guide for Applied Research”. Sage 
Publications, 2009 

http://www.kbs-frb.be/uploadedFiles/KBS-FRB/Files/EN/PUB_1540_Participatoty_toolkit_New_edition.pdf
http://siteresources.worldbank.org/WBI/Resources/213798-1194538727144/6Final-Focus_Groups.pdf
http://whqlibdoc.who.int/publications/1993/0963552228.pdf
http://whqlibdoc.who.int/publications/1993/0963552228.pdf
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ANNEX E: EXAMPLES OF SIMPLE QUESTIONNAIRES 

i. The United Nations, Rule of Law Indicators: Implementation Guide and Project Tools, 

2011. 

 Public Perception Survey, p 93 

 Expert Survey Questionnaire, p 103 

 

ii. United Nations, Office on Drugs and Crime. Introduction: Criminal justice assessment 

toolkit, 2006. 

 

iii. Survey Template from : Nathan, Laurie. No Ownership, No Commitment: A Guide to Local 

Ownership of Security Sector Reform, University of Birminghman, October 2007, p.31. 

Local Security Survey, Survey Template 

 What are your greatest needs in terms of safety and security? 

 What are the threats to your safety and security: 

o  in your home? 

o  in the neighbourhood where you live? 

o  in the place where you work? 

o  in the fields? 

o in the school? 

o during the day? 

o at night? 

o when you travel? 

 What can the government and the security services do to improve your security in each of the 

above places? 

 Who are the greatest threats to your security? What do these individuals or groups do to you? 

 Do any of the security services protect you and your community from harm? If so, which security 

services do this and how do they do it? What could they do to provide better protection to you 

and your community? 

 Are there any non-governmental organisations that protect you and your community? If so, which 

organisations do this and how do they do it? What could they do to provide better protection to 

you and your community? 

 Are any of the security services a threat to your security? If so, which security services and what 

do they do? 

 Which security services do you trust the most, and for what reasons? 

 Which security services do you trust the least, and for what reasons? 

 Who do you call for help if you are very frightened or have been hurt by someone? Does the 

person/organisation you call respond quickly and to your satisfaction? 

 

  

http://www.un.org/en/peacekeeping/publications/un_rule_of_law_indicators.pdf
http://www.un.org/en/peacekeeping/publications/un_rule_of_law_indicators.pdf
http://www.unodc.org/documents/justice-and-prison-reform/cjat_eng/CJAT_Toolkit_full_version.pdf
http://www.unodc.org/documents/justice-and-prison-reform/cjat_eng/CJAT_Toolkit_full_version.pdf
http://issat.dcaf.ch/sqi/layout/set/fullscreen/content/download/2210/19148/file/Nathan%20No_Ownership_No_Commitment.pdf
http://issat.dcaf.ch/sqi/layout/set/fullscreen/content/download/2210/19148/file/Nathan%20No_Ownership_No_Commitment.pdf
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iv. Questionnaires from: ISSR. Kosovo Internal Security Sector Review, 2009, p.181. 

 

https://www.academia.edu/526009/Kosovo_Internal_Security_Sector_Review
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ANNEX F: A SHORT METHODOLOGY FOR A TRANSECT WALK 

A transect walk is suggested towards the finalisation of the project design in the proposed area of the 

communities who will be affected by a proposed project. The transect walk is a participatory process 

organised by the project implementation unit (PIU) in co-ordination with the local community 

representatives and those affecting income streams to the project area. The methodologies for the conduct 

of transect, the issues to be raised and recording of the same is described below. 

A. WHAT IS A TRANSECT WALK? 

A wall through the proposed project area by PIU with the communities, community officials and key 

informants to observe, to listen, and to ask questions which would enable identification of problems and 

collectively evolve solutions. The transect shall enable the PIU, to quickly learn about the social structure, 

issues pertaining to land, social impacts, soils, land use, and community assets and to triangulate data 

already available. Figures 1 to 4 of this annex illustrate the recording of the transect on the village maps. 

B. PLANNING AND PREPAREDNESS FOR A TRANSECT WALK  Eg – in a local village 

 The PIU to intimate the PRI at least a week prior to the transect walk. The intimation to the public 

shall be in the form of a formal notice available in public spaces and via local and social media. 

 To provide information on the project, distributing sufficient copies of the project handout, 

describing the salient features of the project, including a description of the proposed 

improvements, land width required and the provisions of the resettlement framework. 

 Collect the village revenue map from the local council and mark the suggested alignment. The list 

of landowners along the suggested alignment to be identified from the revenue records. 

 The village officials to select a group of villagers (key informants) who have good knowledge on 

physical resources of the village and who are willing to participate in the transect walk. 

 Discuss with the village representatives on the basis of the village revenue map the route to 

follow in the walk. Obtain suggestions from the village representatives regarding the following 

questions: 

o Where to start? 

o Where to end? 

o What to see? 

o At what time to start? 

o How long will it take? 

o Does the walk need to be split into sections? 

o When does the transect team stop? 

 Provide contacts to the communities regarding the project information. These shall be through  

1. Contacting the PIU official, and 

2. Local community members  

3. Village council members in neighbouring communities, which will be affected. 

 Distribute responsibilities for recording information among the members of the village officials 

and the key informants, for activities such as interviewing, time keeping, sketching and recording. 

Transect Walk shall stop when… Identification of key informants… 
· Community or individual has a concern · Old people in village community 
· Impact on private land / structures · Women representatives 
· Impact on community land · School Teacher 
· Impact on Forests & sensitive areas /structures · Community representatives 
· Clearances of encroachers · Vulnerable Groups 
· Impact on standing crops · Village council members 
· Ambiguity pertaining to land ownership  
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C. CONDUCTING A TRANSECT WALK 
 

 Based on the responsibilities assigned, the participants shall observe and record in detail all 
important things on the revenue map and get as much information as possible from the villagers 
and the locals. When talking to the villagers, the PIU should make use the following open 
questions: 

1. When? 
2. What? 
3. How? 
4. Where? 
5. Why? 
6. Who? 

 Make notes of all vital information gathered and draw sketches wherever necessary. The sensitive 
locations where additional efforts need to be taken during the design will be marked on the map. 

 Travel slowly and patiently and try to understand the physical features and aspects related to the 
social issues, land titles and other relevant aspects in the village from different perspectives. 
 

Social Aspects …  Environmental Aspects … 
· Sites of additional land uptake · Trees 
· Encroachments and squatters · Forests if any 
· Land categories impacted · Drainage lines, rivers and water crossings 
· Lands with traditional, customary rights · Irrigation water courses 
· Population characteristics incl. vulnerable groups · Water bodies 
· Assessment of social impacts · Grazing lands 

- Land · Utilities 
- Structures (Residential/Commercial) · Community facilities 
- Other structures (Wells, Temples etc) · Schools 
- Trees, standing crops · Hospitals 
- Common properties · Major junctions and 
- Livelihood and economic opportunities · Seasonal markets or cultural congregations 

 The PIU representative to communicate to the participants on site, on the possible extent of 

improvements. The PIU shall provide adequate responses to the communities on: 

o Queries raised pertaining to environmental and social issues 

o Process of voluntary land donation. 

o Working out possible alignment changes to minimise impacts 

o Compliance to local regulation standards to enhance safety of road users. 

 All queries and concerns of the communities shall be recorded. 

D. THINGS TO DO AFTER THE TRANSECT WALK 

 After the completion of a transect walk, sit down in a suitable place with the villagers to have a 

discussion and recording of information and data collected.  

 Prepare an illustrative diagram of the transect walk on the revenue map using the information 

already gathered and get the information cross-checked by the community. 

 Prior to dispersing for the day, finalize a date for the formal consultation session to be conducted. 

 

Adapted fromWORLD BANK (Editor) (n.y.): Methodology for transect walk. Washington, DC: World Bank. URL: 

http://www.sswm.info/sites/default/files/reference_attachments/WORLD%20BANK%20ny%20Methodology%20fo

r%20transect%20walk.pdf  [Accessed: 22.04.2012]. 

 This document gives a good overview of the transect walk method. It explains exactly how to conduct a transect walk 

and how to continue after the walk. Includes 

See also Cavestro, Pretty. 

http://www.sswm.info/sites/default/files/reference_attachments/WORLD%20BANK%20ny%20Methodology%20for%20transect%20walk.pdf
http://www.sswm.info/sites/default/files/reference_attachments/WORLD%20BANK%20ny%20Methodology%20for%20transect%20walk.pdf
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ANNEX G: CRIMINAL JUSTICE NEED DATA SHEET 

The following represents a proposed format for the criminal justice need data sheet that should be 

completed during stages 1, 3 and 4 of the CBA for each need identified: 

1. WHAT NEED? 

 

1.1. Short description of the need 

1.2. What is the category of need (see section 1.1)? 

1.3. What human rights are violated by the need? 

 

2. WHOSE NEED? 

 

2.1. What groups or communities are affected by the need? 

2.2. What is the approximate number of people affected by the need? 

2.3. Is there a geographical concentration of the groups or communities affected by the need? 

 

3. WHO CAUSES THE NEED? 

 

3.1. Does the need occur at the national, regional or local level?  

3.1.1. In what jurisdiction or area of responsibility? 

3.2. What institution/s or group/s cause the need? 

3.2.1. Identify all actors that may be responsible to deliver services to meet the need in 
question 

3.2.2. Is it a state actor that directly causes the need? One or more? 

3.2.2.1. How? 

3.2.3. Is it a non-state actor that directly causes the need? One or more? 

3.2.3.1. How? 

3.2.3.2. Which state actor is responsible to meet the need? 

3.3. If no actor can be identified that is responsible, what criminal justice actors can reasonably 
be assumed to having to supply the service? 

 

4. WHAT ARE THE INSTITUTIONAL FACTORS that account for why the actors directly cause the 
need or do not meet the need caused by others? 

 

4.1. Internal capacity deficits?  

4.1.1. If so, which? 

4.2. External capacity deficits?  

4.2.1. If so, which? 

4.3. Internal integrity deficits?  

4.3.1. If so, which? 

4.4. External integrity deficits?  

4.4.1. If so, which? 
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ANNEX H: GENERAL CATEGORIES OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACTORS 

1. POLICE AND OTHER LAW ENFORCEMENT ACTORS 

1.1. State actors providing policing functions 

1.1.1. Police and other law enforcement agencies 

1.1.2. Intelligence services 

1.1.3. Border management 

1.1.4. Customs services 

1.1.5. Civil emergencies 

1.1.6. Etc. 

1.2. Non-state actors providing policing functions 

1.2.1. Private security companies 

1.2.2. Community-based self-protection groups 

1.2.3. Etc. 

1.3. State actors responsible for the management or oversight of police providers 

1.3.1. Ministries (e.g., interior, justice, civil administration) 

1.3.2. Legislative bodies (e.g., parliamentary security committee) 

1.3.3. Executive bodies (e.g., national security advisor, national security council) 

1.3.4. Independent oversight bodies, human rights commission, ombudsperson 

1.3.5. Etc. 

1.4. Non-state actors participating in the management or oversight of police providers 

1.4.1. Unions and professional associations 

1.4.2. Non-governmental organizations 

1.4.3. Academic and research institutions 

1.4.4. Media organizations 

1.4.5. Customary and traditional leaders 

1.4.6. Etc. 

2. JUSTICE 

2.1. State actors providing justice functions 

2.1.1. Judiciary (in particular criminal and military) 

2.1.2. Prosecution services 

2.1.3. Association of defence counsels 

2.1.4. Etc. 

2.2. Non-state actors providing justice functions 

2.2.1. Customary and traditional justice and dispute resolution mechanisms 

2.2.2. Legal aid bodies and public representation programs 

2.2.3. Etc. 

2.3. State actors responsible for the management or oversight of justice providers 

2.3.1. Ministries (e.g., justice, civil administration) 

2.3.2. Legislative bodies (e.g., parliamentary judicial committee) 

2.3.3. Judicial councils, judicial services or law commissions 

2.3.4. Independent oversight bodies, human rights commission, ombudsperson 

2.3.5. Etc. 
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2.4. Non-state actors participating in the management or oversight of justice providers 

2.4.1. Unions and professional associations 

2.4.2. Non-governmental organizations 

2.4.3. Academic and research institutions 

2.4.4. Media organizations 

2.4.5. Customary and traditional leaders 

2.4.6. Etc. 

3. CORRECTIONS 

3.1. State actors providing corrections functions 

3.1.1. Prisons and other detention facilities (including administrators and prison guards) 

3.1.2. Courts, law enforcement and other agencies overseeing pre-trial detention 

3.1.3. Agencies responsible for community-based sentencing programs 

3.1.4. Etc. 

3.2. Non-state actors participating in the provision of corrections functions 

3.2.1. Customary and traditional authorities participating in the provision of detention, 

imprisonment or community-based sentencing programs 

3.2.2. Private security companies providing prison security 

3.2.3. Etc. 

3.3. State actors participating in the management or oversight of corrections providers 

3.3.1. Ministries (e.g., interior, justice, civil administration) 

3.3.2. Legislative bodies (e.g., parliamentary security and judicial committees) 

3.3.3. Independent oversight bodies, human rights commission, ombudsperson 

3.3.4. Etc. 

3.4. Non-state actors participating in the management or oversight of corrections providers 

3.4.1. Unions and professional associations 

3.4.2. Non-governmental organizations 

3.4.3. Academic and research institutions 

3.4.4. Media organizations 

3.4.5. Customary and traditional leaders 

3.4.6. Etc. 
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ANNEX J: PROPOSED FORMAT FOR A BASIC ACTOR PROFILE 

5. Basic details 

5.1. Name of the actor 

5.2. Contact details 

5.2.1. Address 

5.2.2. Important phone numbers 

5.2.3. Key contacts 

5.3. Insignia and symbols 

6. Statutes, laws, and policies (enclose copies of key documents!) 

6.1. Legal statutes 

6.2. Relevant laws, rules and regulations 

6.3. Relevant policies and strategies 

7. History of the actor 

7.1. Date of and rationale for establishment 

7.2. Role and activities in the past 

8. Functions, activities and services 

8.1. Mandated functions (reference legal sources) 

8.2. Actually performed activities and services (what do they actually do?) 

8.3. Services the actor should but is not providing 

8.4. Preliminary identification of institutional factors causing the service delivery deficits 

9. Leadership 

9.1. Name, personal details, and contact details of leadership and other key personnel 

9.2. Leadership appointments: mandated and actual procedures 

9.3. Key political issues 

9.3.1. Relationship of leadership with key political groups or persons 

9.3.2. Group identity of leadership 

9.3.3. History of leadership 

10. Personnel 

10.1. Number: mandated and (estimated) actual 

10.2. Composition 

10.2.1. Ethnic: mandated and (estimated) actual 

10.2.2. Gender: mandated and (estimated) actual 

10.2.3. Geographic: mandated and (estimated) actual 

10.2.4. Religious: mandated and (estimated) actual 

10.3. Personnel management system: functional or not 

10.4. Payroll system: functional or not 

10.5. Appointments 

10.5.1. Of existing personnel: was according to legal process or not 

10.5.2. Of incoming personnel: is according to legal process or not 

10.6. Qualifications and training: mandated and actual 

10.7. Income 

10.7.1. Salary: mandated and actually paid 

10.7.2. Other sources of income 

11. Organization 

11.1. Organizational structure 

11.1.1. Organizational chart: mandated and actual 

11.1.2. Lines of communication: mandated and actual 
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11.2. Geographic distribution 

11.2.1. Area of responsibility: mandated and actual 

11.2.2. Locations: mandated and actual 

11.2.3. Deployment of personnel: mandated and actual 

11.3. Links with other actors and institutions 

11.3.1. Vertical links (subordination/supervision) with other institutions: mandated and 
actual 

11.3.2. Horizontal links with other institutions: mandated and actual 

12. Infrastructure 

12.1. Buildings (kind, number, conditions) 

12.2. Physical assets (vehicles, communications, library, weapons, uniforms, etc.) 

13. Budget 

13.1. Size: mandated and actual 

13.2. Funding sources: mandated and actual 

14. Observations 

14.1. Most important information gaps in the profile 

14.2. Other observations by UN staff preparing the profile 

15. Sources and quality of information collected 

15.1. Sources of information for this actor profile 

15.2. Trustworthiness of information 
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ANNEX K: TOOLS FOR IDENTIFICATION OF SERVICE DELIVERY GAPS AND 

OVERLAPS 

Various tools including maps, tables and charts can be used to establish service delivery gaps and overlaps 
between actors: 

1. GEOGRAPHICAL GAPS AND OVERLAPS  – Establishing the mandated areas of responsibility and 
the actual locations and functioning within those areas of key criminal justice actors helps to identify 
critical geographical gaps. Regular country maps can help to visualize the geographic gaps and 
overlaps, concentrations and lack of coverage. For instance, two country maps with the major districts 
and capitals can be used to indicate a) the legally mandated court locations and their areas of 
responsibility, and b) the courts that are actually functioning (i.e., that have a functional infrastructure 
and judges who adjudicate cases). Comparing these two maps will indicate areas with the least 
support and the most critical service delivery deficits. Comparing, on the other hand, maps of different 
actors that have some of the same responsibilities can help to determine geographical overlaps. 

2. FUNCTIONAL OVERLAPS AND GAPS  – Functional overlaps and gaps may be based on legal 
inconsistencies (de iure) or may be the result of de facto appropriation of activities by certain criminal 
justice actors. The table below represents an example to identify overlaps and gaps in mandated 
functions (de iure). The table could also be adapted to identify overlaps and gaps in activities actually 
carried out by these actors (de facto): 
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National Police                                 

Border Police                                 

Traffic Police                                 

Municipal Police                                 

Presidential Guard                                 

Gendarmerie                                 

Airport Security                                 

VIP Protection Unit                                 

Correction Service                                 

Judicial Police                                 

…                                 

3. SIZE OF ACTORS  – Comparing the legally mandated and actual sizes of various actors can help to 
understand the relationships between different actors and identify key gaps. The following example is 
a simple table that helps compare the mandated and actual sizes of various actors: 

 

JUSTICE ACTORS  

 

Actor 
Mandated # 

of Judges 

Actual #  

of Judges 

Constitutional Court     

High Court     
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District Court 1     

Communal Court 1A     

Communal Court 1B     

Communal Court 1c     

District Court 2     

…     

Actor 

Mandated # 

of Prosecutors 

Actual #  

of Prosecutors 

Prosecutor General     

District Prosecutor 1     

…     

Actor 

Mandated # 

of Defence 

Counsel 

Actual #  

of Defence 

Counsel 

District 1     

District 2     

…     

4. COMPOSITION OF SENIOR PERSONNEL  – The staff composition of criminal justice institutions 
can be indicative of a possible marginalisation of certain communities or groups in the criminal justice 
sector. Marginalisation of a group can reduce its access to criminal justice services. A comprehensive 
analysis of the composition of criminal justice actors is probably not possible in the course of a CBA. 
But underrepresentation of women and/or of various groups (including ethnic and religious 
minorities, as well as regional representation) among senior personnel of criminal justice institutions 
can already provide a strong indication about a possible marginalisation of certain groups in the 
criminal justice sector. 
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ANNEX L: COMMON CRIMINAL JUSTICE NEEDS AND RELATED INSTITUTIONAL FACTORS 

The table below provides an overview of frequently identified criminal justice needs, particularly in post-conflict and other fragile contexts, and typical institutional 

factors that account for why the actors directly cause the needs in question or why they do not meet these needs caused by others. 

Common criminal 
justice needs 

Related institutional factors 

 Internal External 
 Capacity Integrity Capacity Integrity 

Court or other actor 
fails to resolve 
disputes fairly; 
biased decision-
making 

 Structural causes of lack of independence: 
deficient normative framework, insufficient 
resources and incentives including insufficient 
salaries and career opportunities, lack of staff 
security 

 Poor quality of investigations, prosecutions 
and court proceedings caused by lack of 
competence or resources (inability to gather 
and protect evidence, to establish facts, or to 
base court decisions on analysis of the law) 

 Lack of transparent and objective criteria to 
initiate prosecutions 

 Lack of legal assistance to ensure protection of 
victims and defendants’ rights 

 Structural causes of lack of independence: 
recruitment and appointment processes not 
based on competence and merit, unfair 
disciplinary procedures and lack of protection 
against arbitrary removal or sanctioning 

 Lack of respect for the rights of defendants and 
victims 

 Lack of transparency (limited public access to 
trials, public reports and procedures on PJC 
misconduct) 

 Lack of political will in 
the executive branch 
to guarantee the 
independence of the 
judiciary or to 
strengthen its capacity  

 Interferences in the 
criminal chain 
process (political, 
security forces, 
social, corruption) 

 

Failure to prevent 
and detect crime/ 
resolve disputes 
promptly, efficiently, 
effectively and 
conclusively 

 Deficient legal framework (conflicting norms, 
heavy procedures governing operations) 

 Parallel justice systems (formal and informal) 
resulting in legal uncertainty 

 Inefficient management system and capacities 
(administrative system to support key 
management functions, strategic planning and 
budgeting capacity, performance monitoring 
systems, ability of the leadership) 

 Weaknesses in the information system (case 
tracking system and record keeping) 

 Insufficient staffing (police, investigators, 
prosecutors, judges, administrative staff, 
correction staff) 

 Lack of competence and training capacities 
 Lack of material resources (infrastructures, 

 Lack of transparency (public reports on 
budgets and expenditures) 

 Absence or inefficiency of internal 
accountability and control mechanisms 

 Absence of legal recourse and redress 
mechanisms to appeal court rulings 

 Lack of a culture of public service  

 Lack of collaboration 
between actors of the 
criminal justice chain 

 Deficient external 
management systems 
and capacities (e.g. 
line ministries) 

 

 Absence or 
inefficiency of 
external 
accountability and 
control mechanisms 

 Interferences in the 
judicial process 
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Common criminal 
justice needs 

Related institutional factors 

 Internal External 
 Capacity Integrity Capacity Integrity 

equipment, legal documentation, running costs, 
transportation) 

 Suboptimal distribution of resources and 
workloads (geographic and functional) 

 Salaries are insufficient or not paid on time 
 Lack of legal assistance to victims and 

defendants 
 Poor quality of court decisions (e.g. in terms of 

gathering evidence, establishing facts, and 
analysis of legal provisions) 

 Inability to enforce court decisions (e.g. to 
ensure detention, avoid escapes and enforce 
indemnity rulings) 

 Lack of social reintegration mechanisms for 
former prisoners 

Limited access to 
criminal justice 
services, particularly 
the police and courts 

 Impediments to accessing services (including 
court fees, crime reporting procedures, 
language issues, formal rules conflicting with 
cultural norms) 

 Insufficient staffing (public officers and 
lawyers) 

 Lack of infrastructure and transport (Services 
not accessible in remote geographical areas) 

 Suboptimal distribution of resources and 
workloads 

 Lack of public awareness on rights and 
proceedings 

 Lack of sustainable free legal assistance 
programs and interpreters services 

 Lack of transparency (publicly available 
information on proceedings and fees 
regulation) 

 Corruption (caused by a lack of incentives and 
of control and accountability mechanisms) 

 

 Lack of collaboration 
between actors of the 
criminal justice chain 

 Absence or 
deficiencies in 
external 
accountability and 
control mechanisms 

 Interferences in the 
judicial process 

Discrimination 
against women, 
children, poor, or 
other marginalized 
groups (often in 
relation to specific 
crimes or disputes 
such as GBV, access 

 Lack of adapted regulations and policies that 
are adapted to the needs of specific groups 
(child-friendly policies, children in conflict with 
the law, GBV victims, discriminatory rules 
governing the transfer of property, etc.) 

 Lack of impartiality of criminal justice staff 
 Lack of respect for the rights of defendants and 

victims 
 Absence or inefficiency of internal 

accountability and control mechanisms 
 Inadequate gender balance or representation 

of minorities in staffing 

 
 Absence or 

deficiencies in 
external 
accountability and 
control mechanisms 

 Interferences in the 
judicial process 
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Common criminal 
justice needs 

Related institutional factors 

 Internal External 
 Capacity Integrity Capacity Integrity 

to land) 

Human rights 
violations committed 
by criminal justice 
actors including 
arbitrary and 
prolonged detention, 
torture and other 
forms of ill-
treatments, and 
others 

 Inappropriate legal framework to protect 
victims and to hold perpetrators accountable 

 Weaknesses in information management 
systems (record keeping and traceability in the 
criminal justice chain) 

 Lack of competence and knowledge 
(investigation techniques, awareness of legal 
framework…) 

 Insufficient and/or unpaid salaries 
 Inadequate corrections and police detention 

infrastructures (overcrowding and separation 
of women and children, access to health 
services, water, sanitation and nutrition for 
prisoners) 

 Criminal justice staff not using their powers in 
accordance with the law 

 Absence or inefficiency of internal 
accountability and control mechanisms 
(existence of a formal procedure to 
independently investigate misconduct, 
possibility for citizens to initiate an 
investigation into alleged misconduct or a 
miscarriage of justice, vetting processes, 
conviction of perpetrators) 

 Lack of transparency (public reports on 
misconduct) 

 Interference in judicial and disciplinary 
procedures (including bribery of justice and 
security officials to illegally use coercive 
means) 

 Lack of collaboration 
between superiors of 
alleged abusers and 
the prosecution 
services 

 Lack of collaboration 
between 
prosecutions/courts 
and correction 
services 

 Absence or 
deficiencies in 
external 
accountability and 
control mechanisms 

 Interferences in the 
judicial process 

Difficulty to use 
judicial proceedings 
as a means for 
accountability in 
relation to crimes 
committed by other 
components of the 
criminal justice 
sector 

 Inappropriate legal framework to hold 
perpetrators and chain of command 
accountable 

 Lack of legal awareness about human rights 
 Lack of legal assistance 
 Absence or inefficiency of effective witness 

protection programs 
 Lack or absence of secured corrections 

facilities (frequent escapes) 

 Lack of transparency (public reports on 
misconduct) of criminal justice actors 

 Absence or deficiencies in accountability and 
control mechanisms 

 Interferences in the judicial and disciplinary 
process 

 Lack of effective security for criminal justice 
staff working on sensitive cases 

 

 Reluctance of 
competent services to 
investigate and 
prosecute misconduct 
by criminal justice 
actors 

 Lack of collaboration 
between disciplinary 
and judicial 
authorities 

 Culture of impunity 

 Interference in the 
judicial process 
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ANNEX M: DECISION POINTS IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE CHAIN 

 

 

 

Source: UNODC, Criminal Justice Assessment Toolkit (2006) 

 


